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• Introduction
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• Optimal scaling law
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Introduction
• Gauss sums are prevalent in 

descriptions of various physical 
systems including optics and 
quantum mechanics.

• Can be used to factor large 
numbers, an important task for 
cryptography etc.

• Full vs. Truncated:  Lower number 
of terms in sum better for 
experiments, but ghost factors 
appear.

• Want to know how ghost factors 
scale with number of summation 
terms, to find min terms necessary
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Factoring with Gauss Sums
Total # of Terms to Sum:

Example:

Complete Gauss Sum:



Example:

Factoring with Gauss Sums
Truncated Gauss Sum:

Total # of Terms to Sum:

Ghosts!



Classification of Trial Factors
1) Actual factors – constant value of 1 for all M

2) Non-factors that decay quickly with higher M

3) Ghost factors which require large M to decay

4) Threshold non-factors that do not decay with larger M
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1) Even integer

2) Close to odd 
integer

3) Close to even
integer

4) Midpoint 
between even 
and odd integer



New Form for Gauss Sum
• Since 2N/l determines the class of trial factors, 

useful to re-write the Gauss sum
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Fractional part:

Can now write Gauss sum as:

Define normalized curlicue function:

corresponds to factors,    close to 0, to ghost factors.

is even about tau because:



New Form of Gauss Sum
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New Form of Gauss Sum
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Define:            of N is

For large M:
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Threshold Values

Factors



Truncation Parameter

• Need to determine truncation parameter         that 
will suppress all ghost factors below threshold

• Since ghost factors occur for very small values of      
we can replace summation with an approximate 
integral
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Substitute:

Fresnel integral:

Note
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Truncation Parameter

Black: Discrete

Red:  Fresnel Int Approx



Truncation Parameter
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sol of

Minimum value at largest l:

Scaling unchanged by 

threshold value – only 

pre-factor changes!

Natural threshold:

(numeric)



Ghost Factor Counting
• Have found sufficient condition to suppress ghosts

• Now, want to find necessary condition
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Ghost factor counting function:



Ghost Factor Counting
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Ghost factors occur in region of s:

From Fresnel:

Total width of s with values larger than           :

Now want to relate g(N.M) to width via 

distribution of     for a given N 

2 Cases:     Uniform Distribution

Non-uniform Distribution



Ghost Factor Counting
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Uniform Distribution

Remember:

So # of ghosts 

directly proportional 

to width:

Inverse 

power law
Example:   M = ln N:



Ghost Factor Counting
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10,000 random 

numbers from

M = ln N

Non-uniform

distribution!



Ghost Factor Counting
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Non-uniform Distribution

Happens when N has few divisors, but nearby number N+k has many.

Example:



Ghost Factor Counting
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Non-uniform Distribution

l’  data points (factors of N’) in interference pattern of N follow curve: 

Tends to 0 for large l’, so becomes ghost factor:



Ghost Factor Counting
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Optimality of 4th root Law
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Remember for uniform 

distribution we have:

Non-uniform:

Faster than uniform:

Uniform:



Optimality of 4th root Law
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Idea!  Since g(N.M) decays fast at first, why not allow K ghosts:

Only used uniform distribution, non-uniform cases, Mk 

may even be larger!

Compare with:

So, even if we tolerate K ghosts, we cannot do better then 

a          scaling for required M

So, 4th root scaling is both sufficient and necessary!



Results
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Number of terms to sum:

Full Gauss sum requires          terms, so we save a bit

[For some N, need less M  …  what percentages?]

Are ghost factors really that bad? …………

To eliminate all ghost 

factors for ANY N, need:



Results:  Friendly Ghost Factors
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May be possible to exploit this fact to factor numbers more efficiently

M=17 not good to 

suppress ghosts, but 

we can fit them to 

curves of factors of 

different N-primes

Can possibly come up 

with new scheme 

taking advantage of 

this…(?)

We now know that ghost factors are actually 

real factors of a nearby number N + k

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://i-love-cartoons.com/snags/clipart/Casper-Friendly-Ghost/Casper-Friendly-Ghost-3.jpg&imgrefurl=http://i-love-cartoons.com/snags/clipart/Casper-Friendly-Ghost-clipart.php&usg=__nlOdy0cvTim10QtkYUyPB0ppTLA=&h=313&w=344&sz=33&hl=en&start=6&sig2=3y2CYW-LnlwnLPodcZBrpQ&tbnid=UGEtxEGwVEtpXM:&tbnh=109&tbnw=120&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dcasper%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den&ei=9HTBSZvfHZKMsQOqxf3qBg


Conclusion

• Ghost factors are factors of neighboring numbers 

• Using 4th root law, can eliminate all ghost factors
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• Ghost factors may be helpful in forming new 
algorithms to factor numbers.

• Some experiments (like BEC diffraction) seem to 
compute higher power Gauss sums (like cubic) 
which can help the scaling for M0.
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